**The Adventure:**
Make a skit where the characters are each of you, then swap personalities so everyone acts out another Venturer.

**Plan:**
- Who will play whom?
- What will the story be?
- Since there’s so much that makes somebody the person they are, which personality traits will you focus in on?

**Do:**
- Perform the skit. Have fun. Happy acting!

**Review:**
- What do you know now that you did not know before?
- How well do you think you did playing the person you did?
- What did you notice about the Venturer playing you? How accurate were they?
- When you think about what somebody else would do, or how they’d deal with a situation, does that help you understand them better?
- How were you able to recognize who was being portrayed in the skit? What traits and behaviours tended to stand out?

**Online Resources:**
Ross Marquand Does Celebrity Impersonations
Celebrity Nano-Impressions with Ross Marquand
More Dead-On Celebrity Impressions by Ross Marquand

**Safety Note:**
While you’re exaggerating the other person’s personality, remain Scouting, and don’t mock or offend the person you’re impersonating.